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Abstract
We propose doubly supersymmetric actions in terms of n = 2(D − 2) worldline su-
perelds for N = 2 superparticles in D = 3; 4 and Type IIA D = 6 superspaces. These
actions are obtained by dimensional reduction of supereld actions for N = 1 superparti-
cles in D = 4; 6 and 10, respectively. We show that in all these models geometrodynamical
constraints on target superspace coordinates do not put the theory on the mass shell, so
the actions constructed consistently describe the dynamics of the corresponding N = 2
superparticles.
We also nd that in contrast to the IIA D = 6 superparticle a chiral IIB D = 6
superparticle, which is not obtainable by dimensional reduction from N = 1, D = 10, is
described by supereld constraints which produce dynamical equations. This implies that





An initial motivation for considering doubly supersymmetric models [1]{[14] was to bet-
ter understand the relationship between Ramond{Neveu{Schwarz and Green{Schwarz
formulation of superstrings [15]. The former possesses manifest local supersymmetry on
the worldsheet of the superstring, while the latter is manifestly supersymmetric in target
superspace and, in addition, has a non{manifest local fermionic (so called kappa) sym-
metry [16] on the worldsheet. The doubly supersymmetric models possess both types of
supersymmetry simultaneously. In general they describe wider spectrum of physical states
than the single supersymmetric counterparts they stemmed from [1]. At the same time in
[2] it was realized that the {symmetry of Casalbuoni{Brink{Schwarz superparticles [17]
and Green{Schwarz superstrings [15] can be a manifestation of a hidden local supersym-
metry on the world surface, and worldline supereld actions for superparticles in N = 1;
D = 3 and N = 1, D = 4 target superspace were constructed as an implementation of
this idea. Since then all presently known super{p{branes have acquired doubly super-
symmetric description (see [12] for a review and [18] for recent progress) thus forming a
subclass of more general class of the doubly supersymmetric models.
Having replaced the {symmetry with the local supersymmetry one got a covariant al-
gebra of irreducible rst{class constraints generating this symmetry, which has influenced
the development of new methods of covariant quantization of superparticles, superstrings
[19]{[24] and null{super{p{branes [25].
The doubly supersymmetric approach has also proved to be the most appropriate for
the application to studying super{p{brane dynamics of geometrical methods of surface
theory describing properties of embedding world (super)surfaces into target (super)spaces
[12, 13, 18]. This has helped one to get supereld equations of motion for new important
types of super{p{branes, such as Dirichlet branes and a ve{brane of M theory [26],
without knowledge of their actions, which were constructed later on [27, 28].
A basic condition which determines the embedding of world supersurface of any super{
p{brane into target superspace, is a so{called geometrodynamical condition. It prescribes
target{space supervielbein vector components be zero along the Grassmann directions of
the world supersurface. Depending on the dimensions of worldvolume and target super-
spaces this condition can dene either non{minimal or minimal embedding. For N = 1
superparticles [2]{[4], [6], Type I superstrings in D = 3; 4; 6 and 10 [7], and for an N = 2
D = 3 superparticle and superstring [8] the geometrodynamical constraint denes non{
minimal embedding. From the dynamical point of view this means that the geometro-
dynamical constraint does not put these theories on the mass shell, i.e. it produces no
dynamical equations of motion. In this case this condition can be incorporated into the
action with a supereld Lagrange multiplier, and such an action will consistently describe
the dynamics of the supersymmetric object. All known supereld actions of the models
mentioned above contain this geometrodynamical term.
However, for a wide class of models, such as Type IID = 10 superstrings and D{branes,
the N = 1, D = 11 supermembrane and the ve{brane the situation is dierent. The
geometrodynamical condition denes the minimal embedding of the corresponding super-
worldvolumes into target superspaces, i.e. it puts the theory on the mass shell [12, 18].
Now we cannot construct the geometrodynamical action as in the case of non{minimal em-
bedding since the supereld Lagrange multiplier accompanying the geometrodynamical
constraint would contain redundant propagating degrees of freedom spoiling the spec-
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trum of physical states of the model. Thus, when the geometrodynamical constraint
contains supereld equations of motion of a super{p{brane one encounters a problem in
constructing a worldvolume supereld action for the super{p{brane1. In this case one
can use a generalized action principle of the group{manifold approach [29]. It allows one
to construct a worldvolume functional which, however, is not a supereld action in the
conventional sense [13].
On the contrary, conventional supereld actions should exist for the models with o{
shell supereld constraints and it seems of interest to nd wider class of super{p{branes
(than that known so far) for which the o{shell geometrodynamical constraint does not
produce equations of motion, and to construct supereld actions for them. A possible
way of getting, at least, some of these models is to consider the dimensional reduction of
super{p{brane models for which supereld actions are already known [2]{[8]. For instance,
we can take an N = 1, D = 10 superparticle [6] and dimensionally reduce it down to
N = 2, D = 6, or reduce an N = 1, D = 6 superparticle to N = 2, D = 4 and see what
form of doubly supersymmetric actions one gets for these superparticles with extended
supersymmetries. This is the main purpose of this paper.
The paper is organized as follows:
In Section 2 we describe the main features of the doubly supersymmetric formulation
of an N = 1 superparticle which will be then used to obtain supereld actions of N = 2
superparticles in D = 3; 4 and D = 6.
In Section 3 the action of anN = 2; D = 3 superparticle is obtained by the dimensional
reduction of the supereld action of the N = 1 superparticle in D = 4. In addition to the
geometrodynamical term (which was considered earlier by Galperin and Sokatchev [8])
this action includes a Lagrange multiplier term with a bilinear combination of Grassmann
derivatives of the fermionic superelds. The Lagrange multiplier is a purely auxiliary
degree of freedom, so its presence does not spoil the physical content of the model. The
second term in the action ensures its invariance under a local symmetry with supereld
parameters, analogous to that of N = 1 superparticles [6], which allows one to gauge
away auxiliary elds from the Lagrange multipliers.
In Sections 4 and 5 we apply the dimensional reduction procedure to get doubly
supersymmetric actions for anN = 2 superparticle in D = 4 and a Type IIA superparticle
in D = 6. We analyze the geometrodynamical constraints in the both cases and show
that they do not produce equations of motion. We also demonstrate that for the Type
IIB D = 6 superparticle it turns out to be impossible to construct the supereld action
in the form mentioned above because in this case the geometrodynamical constraint puts
the theory on the mass shell. The dynamical contents of the models constructed coincide
with that of the D = 4 and 6 N = 2 Casalbuoni{Brink{Schwarz superparticles.
Conventions and notation
We use the mostly negative signature for the Minkowski metric tensor
mn = diag(+;−; :::;−):
In what follows the indices corresponding to vector and spinor representations of tar-
get space Lorentz groups SO(1; D − 1) are underlined; non{underlined indices with and
1This problem of supersymmetric theories is well known. When the number of supersymmetries is
too large and/or the dimension of space{time is too high, supereld constraints which are required for
diminishing a number of independent elds put the theory on the mass shell.
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without hats are reserved for representations of orthogonal and unitary groups, respec-
tively.
SU(2){indices are raised and lowered by the unit antisymmetric tensors AB and AB
(21 = 
12 = 1) as follows
A = ABB; A = AB
B:
f:::g and [:::] denote symmetrization and antisymmetrization of indices with the weight 1
respectively. Other notation are introduced below.
2 N = 1 superparticle in terms of unrestricted world
line superelds
In this section we briefly consider the doubly supersymmetric formulation of N = 1
superparticle mechanics in D = 3; 4; 6 and 10 [2, 6] in terms of unrestricted worldline
superelds.
The superparticle dynamics is dened by the minimal embedding of the one{dimensio
nal n = D − 2 worldline supersurface into the D{dimensional N = 1 target superspace 2
(we will consider flat target superspaces only). In the case of the doubly supersymmetric
particles [2]{[6], [8] the intrinsic geometry of the worldline is superconformally flat and
can be described with the use of the flat Cartan forms [2, 3, 6]
e = d − idq^q^; eq^ = dq^; (1)
where q^ is the index of the representation of the SO(D− 2) group, which is the automor-
phism group of the (1jD− 2) worldline supersymmetry algebra. These forms constitute a
non{degenerate supervielbein in the cotangent space of the worldline supermanifold. It is
used as a basis of the superworldline dierential forms. For example, pullbacks of super-
invariant one{forms m  dXm − idΓm and   d of the flat target superspace











Embedding equations adjust the target space supervielbein to the worldline one in
such a way that the worldline vector component of m is directed along the bosonic
component of the superworldline frame, the fermionic components of the target space
supervielbein lie along Grassmann directions of the worldline superspace and all other
(bosonic) components of the target supervielbein are orthogonal to the worldline. In




m − iDq^ Γ







are flat fermionic covariant derivatives of the worldline superspace
and the superparticle target space coordinatesXm and  are scalar unrestricted worldline
superelds.
2The number of worldline supersymmetries is chosen to be equal to the number of independent {
symmetry transformations of the corresponding Brink{Schwarz superparticle action, i.e. half of the
number of target space supersymmetries [2].
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Equation (4) is called the geometrodynamical constraint . Its left{hand side mq^ is







The integration is performed over the worldline supersurface, which is supposed to be
non{degenerate. This means [6] that the vector @X
m
@
is non{vanishing and the matrix
Dq^




) = n: (6)
The variation of (5) with respect to Pmq^ yields the geometrodynamical constraint (4) as
a supereld equation. In the case of N = 1 superparticles (4) denes a non{minimal
embedding of the superparticle worldline into the target superspace, and (5) consistently
describes the dynamics of the N = 1 superparticles in D = 3; 4; 6 and 10.
The supereld action (5) is invariant with respect to local worldline superdieomor-
phisms
 !  0(; ); q^ ! 
0
q^(; ); (7)
which are restricted to transform the flat supervielbein form e (1) homogeneously:
e0 = W (; )e : (8)







p^ = 0; (9)




In the innitesimal form these transformations are described by a single supereld pa-
























The invariance of the action (5) under (11) requires the following transformation properties














3The requirement (6) is introduced to exclude a non{physical solution corresponding to a particle
\frozen" into a point of the target superspace
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with the spinor parameter p^q^s^, which is symmetric and traceless in p^; q^; s^. This symmetry




q^1 ;:::;q^D−2Dq^1 :::Dq^D−3Pmq^D−2 j=0;
which satises the equation
@pm
@
= 0 and plays the role of the superparticle momentum.
After elimination of all auxiliary elds the dynamical content of the action (5) coincides
with that of the Casalbuoni{Brink{Schwarz superparticle in D = 3; 4; 6 and 10.
3 N = 2 superparticle in D = 3
Doubly supersymmetric action for the N = 2 D = 3 superparticle in terms of n = 2









Here m^ = 0; 1; 2 is the D = 3 vector index, ^; ^ = 1; 2 are indices of three{dimensional
Majorana spinors, γ
m^
^^ are D = 3 Dirac matrices in the real representation, q^ and A^ are
indices, corresponding to the local n = 2 worldline supersymmetry of the worldline and
the global N = 2 supersymmetry of the target space, respectively.
In this section we will show that the action (14) can be obtained from the four{
dimensional action (5) by dimensional reduction and upon eliminating some of the aux-
iliary elds.
We start with studying the structure of the geometrodynamical constraint of the
N = 2 D = 3 superparticle and show that it does not put the theory on the mass shell.
In order to do this it is convenient to rewrite this constraint in terms of superinvariant
one{forms:




































 ) + d(eq^
^A^
q^ ) = 0: (19)
Expanding the l. h. s. of (18) in components (16) and using the \constraints" on e and
eq^
de = −ieq^eq^; deq^ = 0;
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Eq. (21) is called the twistor constraint since it expresses the vector m^ as a bilinear
combination of commuting spinors 
^A^
s^ . Eqs. (20) are algebraic constraints, relating the
bosonic spinor superelds 
^A^
s^ to each other.
Assume that spinors 
^1^
s^ form a complete non{degenerate spinor basis in D = 3 (i.e.
det
^1^
s^ 6= 0). Then 
^2^






Substituting this expression into (20) and taking into account the linear independence of






q^ , one obtains that the constraint (20) reduces to
conditions on the coecients ap^q^:
afp^t^aq^gs^ + fp^t^q^gs^ =
1
2
p^q^(at^u^as^u^ + t^s^) (23)
(on the l. h. s. of this expression only the indices p^; q^ are symmetrized). The general
solution to the system (23) has the following form:
ap^q^ = p^q^: (24)







Hitting (25) by the Grassmann covariant derivatives Dq^, one obtains the constraint which
expresses the eld q^p^Dq^Dp^















One can see that the geometrodynamical constraint does not contain dynamical equations.
It includes only constraints which express higher components of the superelds Xm^ and
^A^ in terms of their leading components. This means that the supereld Pm^q^ does not








All other P m^p^ components are auxiliary elds which can be eliminated either by explicit
solution of constraints or by xing gauges of available local symmetries [8].
In order to clarify the structure of the local symmetries and with the purpose of the
generalization to higher space{time dimensions we shall obtain a supereld action for
the N = 2 D = 3 superparticle once again by the dimensional reduction of the doubly
supersymmetric formulation of an N = 1 D = 4 superparticle considered in the previous
Section. A reason for this is that the symmetry structure of the doubly supersymmetric
formulation of N = 1 D = 4 is known and it is retained after dimensional reduction.








 _ − i(Dq^  _)
m _): (29)
Here m = 0; 1; 2; 3 is the D = 4 vector index and ; _ are indices of the fundamental
representations of SL(2;C).
Performing the dimensional reduction of (29) to D = 3, we require the coordinate X2
to be constant and the corresponding component of the particle momentum to be zero,
i.e. (see (28)) p^q^Dp^P2q^j=0 = 0. Then, redening the spinors and the {matrices:
0; 1; 3! 0^; 1^; 2^

0
































where one should take into account that the Lagrange multiplier P2q^ is now a restricted
supereld. It must satisfy the equation Dq^P2q^ = 0, which follows from the action (29) as
a result of its variation with respect to X2. The general solution to this equation is:




where Qp^q^ is symmetric and traceless in p^; q^. The expression in brackets is nothing but
the second component of the D = 4 particle momentum p2 which we put to zero in the
course of dimensional reduction. Thus one can rewrite P2q^ in terms of unrestricted bosonic
supereld Qp^q^ only
P2q^ = iDp^Qp^q^: (32)
Substituting this expression back into (30) and performing integration by parts of the














One can see that (30) diers from the action (14) by the second term. The action (33)
possesses the n = 2 local worldline supersymmetry and is also invariant under local















Qp^q^ = Ds^(p^q^s^); (35)
where the worldline supereld parameters 
^A^
p^q^s^ and p^q^s^ are completely symmetric and
traceless in p^; q^ ; s^.
These symmetries allow one to eliminate all the components of Qp^q^ and Pmq^ except
(28). The remaining action is equivalent to the Casalbuoni{Brink{Schwarz superparticle
action. Additional spinor constraints obtained by varying (33) with respect to Qp^q^ are
consequences of the geometrodynamical condition. Thus the second term in (33) can
be dropped away by use of the symmetry (35) and the part of (34) without the loss of
any dynamical information about the superparticle motion and one gets the action (14).
Note, however, that in contrast to (14) where a local symmetry structure is hidden at the
component level, the action (33) possesses all gauge symmetries in an explicit supereld
form, which will be helpful for the construction and the analysis of N = 2 D = 4 and
D = 6 superparticle actions.
4 N = 2 D = 4 superparticle action
In this Section the N = 2; D = 4 superparticle action will be obtained by the dimensional












Here M is the SO(1; 5) vector index, q^ is the index of the n = 4 worldline super-
symmetry algebra. The SU(2){Majorana spinor Grassmann coordinates 
_I carry the



















0 1 0 0
−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0
1CCCA
(index _ corresponds to a conjugate SU(4) representation). γ
M
 _ are the D = 6 \Pauli"


















where m = 0; 1; 2; 3 is the SO(1; 3) vector index; , _ are SL(2; C) indices and m _ are
the Pauli matrices. Decomposing the SU(2){Majorana spinors in the action (36) into a






substituting the realization (37) and putting X4;5 = const, p4;5 = 0, one obtains the























In (38) we introduced the complex supereld q^P5q^ + iP4q^, which satises the equation
Dq^q^ = 0 following from the variation of the (36) with respect to X
4 and X5. The general
solution to this equation has the form
q^ = iDp^Qp^q^ + q^p^s^t^p^s^t^(p5 + ip4);
where Qp^q^ is an unrestricted supereld, which is symmetric and traceless in p^ and q^; p4





which we put to zero. So, q^ = iDp^Qp^q^.
Inserting this expression into the action (38) and performing integration by parts of
the last two terms, one gets the action in the form similar to the action of the N = 2 D = 3
















 _I)(Dp^ _I) + c:c:]
The action obtained possesses manifest n = 4 local worldline supersymmetry (11) and



















Qp^q^ = −i(^ _Ip^q^s^Ds^
_ _I); (40)
Qp^q^ = Ds^(p^q^s^); (41)
with the parameters p^q^s^ and 
 _I
p^q^s^ completely symmetric and traceless in p^; q^ and s^. The
variation of (39) with respect to the Lagrange multiplier Pmq^ gives the geometrodynamical
constraint of the N = 2; D = 4 superparticle, which can be written in the form





















For the analysis of this constraint it is convenient to use the complex SU(2) vector
parametrization for n = 4 worldline Grassmann coordinates:
q^ ! (i; (i) = 
i):
The flat worldline superinvariant one{forms (1) in this notation are







i; ei = di; ei = di; (44)

























are complex conjugate Grassmann covariant





; fDi; Djg = 0; [Di;
@
@
] = 0: (46)



























 _Ii = 0;


























































k _I : (49)
To solve the system of the algebraic constraints (47) and (48) we consider the spinors 
 _1
i












a ji and b
_Iij being supereld coecients. Substituting (50) into (47) and (48) and assuming








are non{vanishing and linearly independent, one obtains that
the constraints reduce to the following restrictions on the coecients
a ji = a
j
i ; b
1ij = −aei’ij ; b2ij = ei’ij ;
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where a 2 C and ’ 2 R are arbitrary superelds which can be gauged away by the use






part of the local worldline superdieomorphisms. So, one can rewrite the constraints for










Hitting these constraints by fermionic covariant derivatives and using the algebra (46),
we obtain constraints on higher components of the superelds a and ’ and expressions
for the second order components of the supereld  in terms of the leading ones:















































( Dk’)a^ lk Dl
 _1];
(a^ is the SO(3) index). We observe that no dynamical equations appear in (51) and (52).
The twistor constraint (49) acquires the form







One can show that the additional constraints on the spinors 
 _I
i and ~
i _1 obtained by
the variation of (39) with respect to Qp^q^ are identically satised if one takes into account
(51). The Lagrange multiplier Qp^q^ is a purely auxiliary degree of freedom which can be
completely gauged away by use of the transformations (40) and (41). Their role is to
ensure the invariance of the action under the supereld transformations (40) and (41)
which simplies the analysis of the physical degrees of freedom of the model. Using the
symmetry (40) and the constraints contained in the supereld equations for Xm and 
_I ,
one can reduce the supereld Pmq^ to the form
Pmq^ = q^p^s^t^p^s^t^pm;
where pm is the superparticle momentum, satisfying the equation
@pm
@
= 0. The set of
equations, remaining after elimination of all auxiliary elds and an explicit solution of
constraints describe the dynamics of the N = 2 D = 4 Brink{Schwarz superparticle.
5 Doubly supersymmetric action of the D = 6 Type
IIA superparticle.
When considering the N = 2; D = 6 superparticle, one should distinguish two dierent
kinds of the target superspace, corresponding to so{called IIA and IIB theories. In
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the former two fermionic spinor coordinates have opposite chiralities, while in the latter
they have the same chirality. The supereld action of the type discussed herein can be
constructed for the Type IIA superparticle only. The reason is that the geometrodynam-
ical constraint does not put the IIA theory on the mass shell, while, as we will show,
the geometrodynamical constraint of the IIB D = 6 superparticle produces dynamical
equations.
We start with demonstration that the dimensional reduction of the doubly supersym-
metric action of N = 1 D = 10 superparticle to D = 6 yields the action of the Type IIA
theory.




















q^ is the index, corresponding to the n = 8 worldline supersymmetry. To reduce (53) to
D = 6 we decompose the Majorana{Weyl spinor ^ into two D = 6 SU(2){Majorana
spinors of opposite chiralities:
^ = ((1)
_I ;(2)I ); (54)
(D = 6 notation has been presented in the previous Section) and use the following realiza-
tion for D = 10 matrices γ
M^
^^
: M^ = (M; i^), M = 0; :::; 5 is the SO(1; 5) index; i^ = 6; 7; 8; 9


































where the matrices i
I _I
constitute a non{degenerate basis in the space of 2 2 matrices,
transformed under the representation of SO(4)  SU(2)  SU(2) (I; J are indices of
SU(2), _I; _J are indices of another SU(2) and i is an index of the vector SO(4) represen-
















Substituting the representation (55) and performing the dimensional reduction to D =






















where Qiq^p^ is a supereld Lagrange multiplier, which is symmetric and traceless in p^ and
q^.
In addition to the local n = 8 worldline supersymmetry the action (56) is invariant

































with the parameters p^q^s^, 
(1) _I
p^q^s^ . and 
(2)I
p^q^s^, which are completely symmetric and traceless
with respect to the SO(8) indices.
Variation of the action (56) with respect to the Lagrange multiplier PMq^ gives the











Now we demonstrate that this constraint does not produce dynamical equations. In order
to analyze its structure we choose the light{cone basis:
XM = (X++ = X0 +X5; X−− = X0 −X5; X i); i = 1; 2; 3; 4;
and decompose the SU(4) spinor index  of the Grassmann target space coordinates into
a pair of SU(2) SU(2) indices A and _A, introducing the sign \indices" +;− (weights)










The geometrodynamical constraint of IIA superparticle in the light{cone notation ac-



























































and 2 2 matrices i
A _A
and i













































I ) = −p^q^
++
IIA;








is equal to the number of independent parameters of the local worldline SO(1; 1)SO(8)
symmetry, transforming these matrices. Really, the action (56) was obtained by dimen-
sional reduction of the D = 10 N = 1 superparticle action (53) [6], in which the compo-
nents of Dq^
^ form matrices of SO(1; 1)SO(8) when ^ is taken in the light{cone basis:
^ = (+Q^;−
_^
Q). The reduction prescription applied in this paper uses these matrices
with indices ^ and Q^;
_^
Q decomposed in accordance with the D = 6 spinor structure.
The elds  being the scalar worldline superelds, the transformation law for (62) is
determined by the transformation properties of the fermionic covariant derivatives (10).











Hence, they take their values in the SO(1; 1)  SO(8) subgroup of the n = 8 lo-
cal worldline supersymmetry group. One can use this symmetry to gauge away all











A) should have a non{vanishing determi-
nant. In what follows we will consider the rst matrix to be non{degenerate, so only
the gauges compatible with this requirement are admissible. For example, we can x the
matrix in question to be the unit one. Decomposing the SO(8){index q^ into three indices













= (2)A^IA _~A _A; (64)
The general solution to the geometrodynamical constraint (61) can be written in the





































where all the world{line supersymmetries are broken. This guarantees the possibility of gauge xing (64).
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++ = 2; 
−−
 = E
iEi + F iF i; i = F
i;
Higher components of the superelds Ei and F i are expressed in terms of the leading
































and no dynamical equations appear.
One can see that the Type IIA geometrodynamical constraint does not put the theory
on the mass shell and thus the Lagrange multiplier P
M
q^ does not contain redundant prop-
agating degrees of freedom. The supereld equations, which one can obtain by varying
the action (56) with respect to the Lagrange multiplier Qp^q^, are consequences of the ge-
ometrodynamical constraint (50) and produce no additional restrictions on the elds. So,
Qp^q^ is a purely auxiliary degree of freedom, which can be eliminated (as well as auxiliary
elds in P
M
q^ ) with the help of the gauge symmetries (57) and (58) of the action (56).
Hence, this action consistently describes D = 6 Type IIA superparticle dynamics.
The dierent situation is in the case of a IIB D = 6 superparticle. Now the geometro-











where (A^) is the SO(2) index of N = 2 target space supersymmetry. Its light{cone































In (66) we decomposed the SU(4) spinor index into a pair of SU(2)SU(2) indices and




Following the same arguments that have been used in the analysis of the IIA geometro-
dynamical constraint , we can gauge x the matrix (Dq^
(A^)+ _I
















Gj _~A _I ;
++ = 2; 
−−
 = G
iGi; i = 4G
i; (67)
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One can see that this solution contains twice less independent elds in comparison with
the IIA case. So the equations (66) are more restrictive than the constraints (61). This
results in the mass shell equations arising from the higher order selfconsistency conditions














This means that if we wrote down a worldline action for the Type IIB superparticle in
the form similar to (56), the Lagrange multiplier P
M
q^ would contain redundant propagating
degrees of freedom and the classical dynamics of such a model would not correspond to
the dynamics of the D = 6 IIB Casalbuoni{Brink{Schwarz superparticle.
6 Conclusions
In this paper the doubly supersymmetric actions have been constructed for N = 2 super-
particles in D = 3; 4 and for the Type IIA superparticle in D = 6. These actions have
been obtained by the dimensional reduction of the supereld actions for N = 1 superpar-
ticles [6] in D > 3. They possess an explicit n = 2(D− 2) local worldline supersymmetry,
replacing  { symmetries of the corresponding Casalbuoni{Brink{Schwarz superparticles
which they classically equivalent to. By comparison with the earlier constructed super-
eld actions for N = 1 [2]{[6] and N = 2 D = 3 [8] superparticles the proposed actions
contain additional Lagrange multiplier terms, ensuring their invariance under the local
supereld transformations of the Lagrange multipliers in the actions. They are crucial for
elimination of auxiliary elds from the Lagrange multipliers.
One may also apply the dimensional reduction procedure to the worldsheet supereld
actions of N = 1 superstrings [7] to get supereld actions of Type II superstrings in D = 4
and 6. The doubly supersymmetric description of such models is of interest in particular,
because of connection, recently found between the equations of the doubly supersymmetric
formulation of D = 3 N = 2 Green{Schwarz superstring and some exactly solvable models
[31]. In particular, it was demonstrated that these equations are related to the equations
of a properly constrained supersymmetric WZNW model based on the sl(2;R) algebra.
The study of the dynamics of N = 2 superstrings in D > 3 in the doubly supersymmetric
approach may reveal their relation with more complicated WZNW models with extended
two{dimensional supersymmetry, based on the algebras sl(2;C), spin(1; 5) and spin(1; 9).
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